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ALESSANDRO BARBERO

The language of Popes

The language of the Church of Rome’s pastor 
has always expressed not just of the pontiff’s 
individual personality, but also the place in 
the world that the word of the Church has 
occupied in a given epoch.

A memorable trip through the words used
by the popes across the centuries.

The Church’s history can also be tracked in the words Popes use to 
address the world. Barbero examines the history of an institution 
that contrary to appearances has never remained static but has 
instead known profound changes over the course of centuries. 
Language is the best witness of that often difficult evolution: the 
changes of register and tone, at times imperious at times 
mellifluous, the use of new, previously unthinkable, words – when 
did a Pope first utter the word proletariat – are the unequivocal 
gauge of the place occupied by the Church in the world. Analysing 
fifteen encyclicals from the year 1000 to today, the book describes 
the foundation of the Medieval Church, haughtily convinced of 
being appointed by God to rule the world and capable of issuing 
excoriating anathema against its enemies; the Renaissance 
Church, grappling with the consequences of the Protestant 
Reformation and the discovery of America; the conservative 
Church of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, locked in an 
obtuse rejection of modernity; the first signs of détente with Leo 
XIII’s Rerum Novarum; and finally, the twentieth century marked 
by John Paul XXIII’s Pacem in Terris, when the Church repositioned 
itself as the moral compass of humanity.

96 pages
Forthcoming in November

Alessandro Barbero is an acclaimed scholar, known to the public 
at large and author of numerous works translated all over the 
world. He teaches Medieval History at the University of Piedmont 
Orientale, in Vercelli. Among his books: Dictionary of the Middle 
Ages (2011 with Chiara Frugoni); The Middle Ages. History of voi-
ces, story of images (1999, with Chiara Frugoni); Charlemagne. A 
father of Europe (2011); The Battle. History of Waterloo (2011); 
9 August 378: The Day of the barbarians (2012); Barbarians, 
immigrants, refugees, deportees in the Roman Empire (2012); 
Holy Wars. Crusades and jihad (2009); The Prisoners of Savoy. 
The true story of the conspiracy of Fenestrelle; Lepanto. The 
battle of the three empires (2012).

sold to: Pasado y Presente 
(Spain)

Previous books have been translated by:

Flammarion - Ed. Tallandier (France), Planeta 
- Pasado y Presente - Destino (Spain), 
Liberdade (Brasil), Atlantic Books -  Polity 
Press (UK), Mets & Schilt (Netherlands), 
Walker & Company (USA), Schibsted Vorlag 
(Norway), B.I.C. All (Romania).



EMILIO GENTILE

The Leader and the Crowd

The personalization of power from the 
ancient Athens to today.

A history book that is also a must-read for 
anyone who wants to preserve the 
autonomy of their individuality
in democracy and who is trying to 
avoid becoming part of a crowd that 
cannot do without a master.

The fundamental characteristic of the crowd – the protagonist of 
modern politics – is its need for a leader. Here is where the 
current personalization of power and politics has its origins. In 
2009 “Le Monde” listed among the twenty books that changed 
the world The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind by Le Bon, 
publi-shed in 1895, translated in several languages and 
constantly repu-blished till today. Le Bon taught leaders that «To 
know the art of impressing the imagination of the crowds is to 
know the art of governing them». Many different politicians 
(democratic, totalitarian or authoritarian) followed the teachings 
of this psychology of the crowd. 
Following in the footsteps of Le Bon’s work, Emilio Gentile, 
starting from the Ancient times, examines in particular the 
relation with the crowd of leaders as charismatic as Roosevelt, 
Mussolini, Lenin, Hitler, Ataturk, De Gaulle and Kennedy 
revealing the internal dynamics of the masses, the seduction of 
words and images, the personalization of politics and their 
consequences on democracy. A historical analysis that can help 
us to understand the current tendency to transform the 
“government of the people, by the people and for the people” in 
a performed democracy, founded on the rule of the leader 
acclaimed by the crowd.

240 pages
Published

Emilio Gentile, historian of international renown, is professor 
emeritus at ‘La Sapienza’ University of Rome. In 2003 he was 
awarded the Hans Sigrist Prize at the University of Berna for his 
studies on the religions of politics. Among his works published by 
Laterza, reprinted and translated in the most important 
languages, are: The myth of the new State; The cult of the lictor: 
The sacralisation of politics in fascist Italy; Politics as Religion; 
Fascism: History and in-terpretation; The origins of contemporary 
Italy; Renzo De Felice: The historian and the public figure; Fascism 
in three chapters; La Grande Italia: The myth of the nation in the 
twentieth century; God’s democracy: American religion after 
September 11 (Burzio Prize); Stone fascism; Totalitarian 
modernity: Italian fascism (edited by); ‘Our challenge to the stars’: 
Futurists in politics; Neither State nor Nation: Italians without a 
goal; Italians without fathers: Interview on the Risorgimento 
(edited by Simonetta Fiori); The March on Rome and Fascism in 
Power (Città delle Rose Prize, finalist at the Viareggio Prize and 
winner of the President’s Prize) and Two gunshots, ten million 
dead, the end of a world.

Previous books have been translated by:

Gallimard (Francia), Edhasa (Argentina), 
Alianza (Spain), Zalobza (Slovenia), Dimitris 
Bacharav (Greece).



LUCIANO CANFORA

Thucydides
Lies, misdemeanours, punishment

Who was Thucydides? A courageous 
gene-ral punished by incensed, deranged 
Athenians or a liar who knowingly buried 
his responsibilities?

Luciano Canfora deconstructs the 
Thucydidean myth in order to describe 
anew the man and destiny of the general 
dubbed by posterity the father of scientific 
history.  

“Of all the ancient history that has survived, the work of 
Thucydides the Athenian is alone in recording almost exclusively 
contemporary – and as he claims – witnessed, verified events.” 
Thucydides – an Athenian politician, military commander and 
owner of goldmines occupied by Athens in Thrace – was the key 
witness and narrator of the ‘great war’ between Athens and 
Sparta (431-404 BC): a terrible conflict marking the beginning of 
the decline of Classical Greece. Thucydides was no lover of 
democracy but he did know how to coexist with the centuries-
old democratic regime up to the moment when, in 411 BC, a 
bloody coup d’état brought his oligarchic friends to power. What 
happened at that point to Thucydides? Did he side with the 
oligarchy?Was he forced to retreat upon the collapse of the 
short-lived oligarchical government? What is certain is that 
precisely coinciding with the events of that terrible 411 BC, his 
History – the daily account of the long war between Sparta and 
Athens – was abruptly broken off.  This coincidence is the 
starting point and perhaps the key for understanding his true 
personal history, obscured by layers of mythology that have at 
times transformed him into incompetent liar, at others into the 
victim of a colossal, inexplicable injustice, culminating in an 
improbable death sentence.

368 pages
Published

Luciano Canfora is professor emeritus at the University of Bari. 
He edits the Quaderni di Storia series and writes for daily 
newspaper Il Corriere della Sera. His works published by Laterza, 
which have been widely translated all around the world, include: 
Julius Caesar. The democratic dictator; Critique of Democratic 
Rhetoric; Democracy. History of an Ideology; The Eye of Zeus. 
The Misadventure of Democracy; The First March on Rome; The 
Nature of Power; The World of Athens; The Crisis of Utopia. 
Aristo-phanes vs Plato; Augustus Son of God. Previous books have been translated by:

Anagrama (Spain), Companhia das Letras 
(Brasil), Eflatun Tic/Sub Anatolian (Turkey), 
Fondo Cultura Eco (Mexico).



LUCA FEZZI

The Corrupt
An inquiry by Marcus Tullius Cicero

An epoch-making trial that shook ancient 
Rome to its foundations. An exceptional 
prosecutor, a paradoxical defendant. 

A trial that went down in history thanks to 
the most important judicial document of 
an-tiquity: Cicero’s Verrines. 

A memorable and unprecedented account of 
the formidable prosecutor’s investigation. A 
great story with Cicero as protagonist in 
pursuit of clues and witnesses to trap Verres 
and try him in Rome before an astonished 
jury and inflamed public. 

The gripping reconstruction of a judicial inquiry that sent 
shockwaves through the Roman political classes, marking the end 
of an era.  
Rome, August 70 BC. With the Forum in full session, during a trial 
destined to make history the prosecutor Marco Tullio Cicero 
launched a blistering final address, backed up by a plethora of 
witnesses and evidence. Gaius Verres, former governor of Sicily, 
was on trial for extortion, embezzlement, undue appropriation, 
theft, bribery, manipulation of public tenders, electoral fraud, 
illegal confinement, tax fraud, intimidation, violence, torture and 
homicide. In front of him sat the increasingly bemused jury; 
around the court, increasingly inflamed spectators. This was the 
first Verrine, destined become an oratorical model for all time. 
What investigation had made possible that spectacular 
accusation, which entertained the Roman people for days? Were 
the accusations founded or was this a politically motivated trial? 
We follow Cicero step by step, indefatigable, tenacious, an expert 
at getting at the truth by whatever means at his disposal.

256 pages
Published

Luca Fezzi is associate professor of Roman History at the 
University of Padua and author of: Falsification of Public Do-
cuments in the Late Republican Era (133-31 BC) (Le Monnier 
2003); The Clodius Tribune (Laterza 2008); Rome’s Regret. Res 
publica, ‘Neo-Roman’ freedoms and Benjamin Constant, at the 
start of the third millennium (Le Monnier 2012); Catiline. The 
War Inside Rome (EdiSES 2013); Political Models of Ancient 
Rome (Carocci 2015).



LUIGI MASCILLI MIGLIORINI

500 Days
Napoleon from Elba to Saint Helena

What happens when a man who has chan-
ged the world witnesses the collapse of eve-
rything he has built?

From Elba to Saint Helena: the last 500
days of Napoleon. An incredible and riveting
story.

The downward trajectory of a myth but 
also the story of a man who, as he tries 
to seize power once again, embodies the 
fragility of an ambition that drives you 
back to the top once fortune has cast 
you down, to the bottom.

In Bonaparte’s lifetime five hundred days separate the Empire’s 
collapse from the exile to Elba, the 100 Days Campaign and, 
finally, the departure for St. Helena. Less intense than the few 
weeks that pass between the daring recapture of the throne and 
his final defeat, less dramatic than the years spent in an 
abandoned island in the Atlantic Ocean, these five hundred days – 
which historians have never considered as a unit – place 
Napoleon, almost like a modern day Oedipus, at the crossroads of 
all the possibilities of life and history. 
It begins with an attempt to take his own life, at Fontainebleau, in 
the empty rooms of an empty building from which everyone has 
prudently fled, leaving only the disgraced Emperor. It ends with 
another attempt to take his life, on the English ship that brings 
him, now a prisoner, to St. Helena. There is, so to speak, an inter-
lude of 500 days in between, marked by choices born of 
necessity: leave, stay, fight, escape. Choices that it would be 
mistaken to believe were aimed solely at victory, or worse at 
revenge. On the contrary, they were instead frequently dictated 
by the idea of defeat and the nightmare of departure.
In this endgame, how to exit the stage became, for Napoleon, 
infinitely more important than staying on it at all costs.   

Member of the Lincean Academy, Commandeur de l’Ordre des 
Palmes Académiques of the French Republic, Luigi Mascilli 
Migliorini is one of the greatest scholars of the Napoleonic era 
and of the Restoration in Europe. To this he has dedicated two 
important biographies: Napoleon, recipient of the Fondation 
Napoléon prize in 2002, followed by an enlarged edition, and 
Metternich, published in 2014, which in 2015 won the “Filippo 
Burzio” prize of the Aca-demy of Science of Turin. He is visiting 
professor at the École Nor-male Supérieure in Paris and the 
Catholic University of Santiago del Cile. Member of the Scientific 
Committee of the new edition of La Correspondance di Napoléon 
at Fayard publishing house, in 2009 he curated an exhibition on 
Napoleon and Corsica and is currently President of the Scientific 
Committee of the Exhibition on Napoleon in St. Helena at the 
Musée de l’Armée agli Invalides in Paris. 

272 pages
Published



VITO BIANCHI

1480
The Sultan, the Massacre, 
the Conquest 

One Sultan’s expedition to conquer Italy. 
Espionage, poisonous rumours and dark 
plots abound, leading to a terrible war that 
explodes in all its fury amidst an innocent 
population, tricked by those to whom they 
had pledged their loyalty and for this reason 
massacred. The year is 1480; the place, 
Otranto, Puglia.     

A bloody tale, a terrible war, Bianchi de-
scribes a decisive chapter of 
Mediterranean history, when the Ottoman 
Empire expanded irrepressibly towards 
Europe and the West.  

Behind the Turkish attack in Otranto was the dream of Sultan 
Mohammed II the Conqueror, fascinated by the splendours of 
antiquity, to reunify the Roman Empire by stripping the Pope of 
the Eternal City after he had conquered Constantinople. There 
were the interests of the Republic of Venice, which needed to 
preserve its trade routes to the Oriental quadrants; there was 
Lorenzo the Magnificent, who had just survived a Plot to 
overthrow him, tormented by the need to liberate Tuscany from 
the siege of the Aragonese; there was Gedik Ahmet Pascià, a 
former Grand Vizier who had fallen into disgrace and who wanted 
to redeem himself in the eyes of his leader by invading southern 
Italy; there were the designs of domination of the King of Naples, 
Ferrante d’Aragona; there was a pope, Sixtus IV, who while 
pondering the decoration of the Sistine Chapel was scheming to 
confer new estates on his nephew Girolamo Riario; there were 
the mercenaries at the service of the highest bidder, such as 
Federico da Montefeltro; there was the courage of the Knights of 
Rhodes who resisted the assault of the Muslim ‘infidels’; and 
there was a grandiose mosaic, on the floor of the Cathedral of 
Otranto, prophesying the advent of Evil. At the end there would 
be no victor but pestilence. Over it all would reign the 
imperturbability of power over the impoverished, the laggards 
and the defenceless, forced to pay the price of others’ ambitions.   

304 pages
Published

Vito Bianchi, expert archaeologist and writer, taught Archaeology 
at the University of Bari. His studies mostly focus on cultural and 
religious relations between Europe, the Mediterranean and the 
East. For the series Medioevo Dossier he wrote the essays titled 
The Castle. A medieval invention (2001) and Islam in Italy (2002). 
His publications include South and Islam. A mutual history (2003); 
Journey Among the Mysteries. Eastern cults and secret rites along 
the old Trajan route (2010); and Dracula. A true story (2011). 
Laterza published his work Genghis Khan. The prince of nomads
(2005);  Marco Polo. History of the merchant who understood 
China (2007); and Castles on the Sea (2008). 

Previous books have been translated by: 

Patmos (Germany).



GIORGIO VAN STRATEN

Tales of Lost Books

A hunt for eight mythical books like the 
miners hunted gold: all the miners are 
convinced of its existence and of the fact 
that it will be them to find it, but in reality 
nobody has incontrovertible proof, no one 
can be certain of success.

Romano Bilenchi, The Avenue 
George Byron, Memoirs 

Ernest Hemingway, Juvenilia 
Bruno Schulz, The Messiah 

Nikolaj Gogol’, Dead Souls (part II) Malcolm 
Lowry, In Ballast to the White Sea Walter 
Benjamin, What was in the Black Suitcase

Sylvia Plath, Double exposure 

Whatever happened to the books that once existed and can no 
longer be found? These are the lost books. Not those forgotten 
or dreamed up by the author and never written… The lost books 
are those that the author wrote, somebody read, and which 
were subsequently destroyed or vanished into thin air. 

Books that were burnt, torn, stolen, or simply disappeared, but 
which were written, which certainly existed. The pursuit of an 
unattainable perfection, amid historical happenstance and tales of 
woe, censorship and even self-censorship, and the actions of 
heirs: there are many reasons why books can be lost. Giorgio van 
Straten held one of these books in his own hands but was 
incapable of saving it. It is precisely this loss that triggered his 
pursuit of the eight books in this story, tales told around the world 
in pages that are no more but which it can always be hoped are 
somewhere out there. The author is at turns traveller, investigator 
and spy, he sifts through the clues, peruses his leads, some 
stronger than others, and interviews friends and experts to learn 
more. Every lost book has its own story that is in no way like any 
other, with the exception of a few details that can weave strange 
interconnections. From Byron and Sylvia Plath’s England to 1920s 
France and Hemingway, across Gogol’s Russia and on to the 
Spanish frontier which Walter Benjamin sought to cross to flee his 
destiny, from Nazi-occupied Poland where Bruno Schulz was killed 
after an argument between German officers and finally to a small 
remote village in Canada where Malcolm Lowry took refuge…  

144 pages
Published

Giorgio van Straten is director of the Italian Cultural Institute of 
New York and one of the editors of the literature review Nuovi 
Ar-gomenti. He is the author of the novels Generation (Garzanti
1987), Rhythms for our Dance (Marseille 1992), My Name, A 
Living Memory (Mondadori 2000, Viareggio Prize), The Truth is of 
No Use (Mondadori 2008) and Love Story in Wartime (Mondadori 
2014). He also wrote the collections of short stories You Got the
Wrong Forest (Garzanti 1989) and The Lost Commitment (Editori 
Riuniti 2002). He has translated the works of authors such as Ki-
pling, London and Stevenson and has edited, with others, Judaism 
and Anti-Judaism: Image and Prejudice (Giuntina 1989), 
Autobiography of a Newspaper (Editori Riuniti 1989), Juve! Eleven 
Writers Describe a Great Passion (Rizzoli 2013).

Sold to: Actes Sud
(France)



VINCENZO BARONE

Albert Einstein
The Builder of Universes

There is a vast literature on Einstein, mostly
comprising traditional accounts of his life
and work, weighty biographies and studies
of his scientific output. One hundred years
after the formulation of the general theory
of relativity, this book unites the life story of
the great physicist with an analysis of his
work and ideas, combining narrative style
with historical accuracy and scientific rigour.

At the end of 1999, when Time elected to 
put the person of the century on their last 
cover of the 1900s, Einstein’s name slayed 
giants of the calibre of Roosevelt, Churchill 
and Gandhi. It may seem odd that this 
acknowledgment went to a “maker of 
universes, not empires” as George Bernard 
Shaw put it. Yet the choice was entirely 
appropriate. No one has yet fully captured 
the extent to which Einstein embodied the 
two distinctive traits of the past century: 
the extraordinary progress of science and 
the battle against totalitarianism and in 
favour of civil rights. 

“Among the numerous myths that have sprung up around Einstein
there is one which claims that as a boy he failed at mathematics.
The story is untrue: his results in the sciences were excellent and
they were also very good in the more mnemonic subjects such as
Latin and Greek, which he didn’t love (the Greek teacher told him
in front of his peers that he would not amount to anything to life
–earning himself a place of honour in the history of mistaken
prophecies). His mathematical skills went well beyond the class 
programmes. He had started to study algebra and geometry at an 
early age, helped above all by his uncle Jakob, an electrical 
engineer, who played a key role in his education. Jakob Einstein 
taught his nephew about the beauty of mathematics, 
transmitting his passion for numerical concepts and often putting 
him to the test with questions and stimulating problems. One day 
he talked to him about the theory of Pythagoras and Albert 
discovered an ingenious proof all on his own, based on the 
similarity of the triangles and completely unlike the ones in the 
traditional textbooks. As Einstein himself would one day say at a 
conference on physics in 1933: “If Euclid failed to kindle your 
youthful enthusiasm, then you were not born to be a scientific 
thinker.”

Vincenzo Barone teaches theoretical physics at the University of 
Piedmont Orientale. He has carried out extensive research on the 
theory of fundamental interactions and for many years in the field 
of communication sciences. He is a member of the scientific com-
mittee of Asymmetries, a popular review published by the National 
Institute of Nuclear Physics, and contributes to the Sunday 
supplement of Il Sole 24 Ore. His book Relativity. Principles and 
Applications (Bollati Boringhieri 2004) is one of the most popular 
manuals on the argument. The Order of the World. Symmetries in 
Physics from Aristotle to Higgs (Bollati Boringhieri 2013) was a fi-
nalist in the Premio Galileo 2014. He has edited the Italian editions 
of works by Dirac and Einstein.

“The most gripping introduction ever written to the life and
ideas of a genius intolerant of all forms of orthodoxy.”

Giulio Giorello

192 pages
Published



FRANCO CARDINI

"Islam is a Threat"
False!

Islam is not the enemy to fight: the real 
enemy is injustice

A spectre is haunting the West. It is a spectre 
that is stalking every media outlet, obliging 
us to go back in time, to question history 
again. It is a cruel spectre, one that conceals 
the real reasons for a cruelty that appears to 
exceed every limit, every measure, every 
possible objective, however perverse. The 
name of this spectre is Islam. 

Are we truly at war? First, it is vital that we 
begin to understand who the real enemy is 
and who, instead, are its allies. Next we 
must establish whether all its allies are 
truly aligned, even among themselves, or 
whether they are instead engaged in a 
dangerous game of subterfuge.  

Islamic terrorism, episodes of anti-Christian persecution, and the 
flow of ‘migrants’ to Europe are the three elements that have 
triggered widespread Islamophobia, whose flames are being 
fanned by politicians as cynical as they are ill-equipped, and by 
media outlets in pursuit of news headlines. Many today claim or 
just think that Islam is a threat. But is it really likely that one and 
a half billion people are out to subjugate five and a half billion other 
human beings? And if this were their intention – to date proclai-
med only by several thousand Isis militants or their leaders – 
what means could be at their disposal? Is it true that the migrants 
flowing into Europe will soon transform the continent into 
Eurabia?Franco Cardini explores the Muslim world in clear-eyed 
prose: a complex, polymorphous, and contradictory reality that 
today seems suspended between Jihad and Coca-Cola, the Koran 
and business, between evocations of the power of the Caliphate 
and online instigation, between the nijab and Gucci. The data and 
figures are unequivocal: young Muslims dream of the West, its 
material goods, the American way of life, and even many Jihadi 
militants in reality partake of this same imaginary world inspired 
by consumerism. In the meantime, in the West the fear of Islam 
has become the new opium of the people, exploited too often in 
order to distract public opinion from the problems of a world in 
which the brutal finance of turbo-capitalism dominates, 
spreading injustice and misery in its wake. Because it is not Islam 
that threatens us, despite the undoubtedly bellicose and even 
violent ele-ments of its culture which are, however, just that – 
elements. It is against the unfair organization of this world, 
against the absurd imbalance of a humanity divided between the 
affluent few and masses of poor people, that we must take arms. 
That is the enemy to be vanquished. 

240 pages 
Published

Franco Cardini is professor emeritus at the Institute of Human and 
Social Sciences, Director of Research at the École des Hautes 
Études en Sciences Sociales in Paris and Fellow of Harvard 
University. Among his many works published by Laterza, we recall 
here: In the Name of God we Set Sail. Journey to the East of a 
Medieval Pilgrim (with G. Bartolini); Us and Islam. A Possible 
Meeting Place?; Eu-rope and Islam. History of a Misunderstanding; 
Fear and Arrogance (editor); Nostalgia for Paradise. The Medieval 
Garden (with M. Miglio); Astrea and the Titans. The Global 
Takeover of US Lobbies; The Turk in Vienna. History of the Great 
Assault of 1683; Ivar and Svala the Viking Brothers; The Hypocrisy 
of the West. The Caliph, the Terror, the History.

Previous books have been translated by: 

Jagellonian (Poland), Symposium (Russia), 
Literatur Yayincilik Dagitim (Turkey), We 
Media (South Korea), Sundorf Publ. 
(Croatia), Polirom (Romania), Italian 
Institute of Culture (Egypt), Zalobza 
(Slovenia), Vyserhad (Czech Republic), Iztoc 
Zapad (Bulgaria). 



LORENZO DECLICH

Islam in Twenty Words

Twenty keywords, including ‘Jihad’, ‘eco-
nomy’, ‘women’ and ‘modernity’, for under-
standing Islam and moving beyond the
stereotypes that all too often we hear repea-
ted by politicians and in the media. 

This is a kind of vademecum, a weapon 
against stereotypes and a key to greater un-
derstanding, to be consulted every time we 
dismiss or stereotype Islam in conversations, 
concepts or debates.

The twenty words of this book symbolize the stages of a journey 
touching on history, culture and religion – but also on economics 
and politics. Some of these words  – Allah and Jihad for example –
are already widely known. Others – such as din (religion), umma 
(community) and iman (faith) – are less well-known but equally 
essential. Still others – such as Islamophobia, terrorism, women –
directly capture some of the key issues of the ‘public debate on 
Islam’. The book does not set out to be an exhaustive 
encyclopaedia but a pleasing and simple read: every page offers 
surprises and interesting anecdotes. At the heart of it all is 
curiosity about the mentality, people and history of a world which 
we continue to know little about and which, aside from the fear it 
invokes, has always fascinated us. A world which today, more 
than ever before, is important to get to know.    

Table of Contents 1. Koran 2. Muhammad 3. Allah  4. Fitna 
(Division) 5. Umma 6. Din (Religion) 7. Dawla (State) 8. Jihad 9. 
Arabs 10. Imam 11. Middle East 12. Modernity 13. Politics 14. 
Iman (Faith) 15. Economics 16. Peoples 17. Orientalism 18. 

Islamophobia 19. Terrorism 20. Women

208 pages
Published

Lorenzo Declich, an expert on contemporary Islam, taught the 
History of Islam in the Indian Ocean at the Orientale University of 
Naples. He translates essays and novels from Arabic and 
contributes articles to the Italian geopolitical review Limes. His 
blog is called ‘Everything in 30 seconds’ and he designed the 
website ‘Islametre’, bringing together contributions from bloggers 
and online newspapers with the objective of providing the most 
comprehensive account possible of contemporary Islam. In 2015 
he published Islam Uncovered. The spoils of a civilization in the 
global market (Jouvence).



LUCIANO GALLINO

When Capital Dictates to 
Politics

The common interpretation of the history of 
recent decades would have us believe that 
politics has been overrun by an economic 
onslaught and accordingly has been obliged 
to adapt to the dictates of finance. Not true, 
claims Luciano Gallino, who argues instead 
that beginning in the early 1980s the doors 
to economics were deliberately thrown 
open by none other than politics itself.   
The root cause? 
The neoliberalist ideology that has pervaded 
the entire cultural system.   

Almost no one has tired of proclaiming the ‘death of ideologies’, 
yet what this mantra fails to say is where they have gone: 
swallowed whole by the only ideology to have survived, neo-
liberalism, which in just thirty years has revolutionized with 
unexpected uniformity the economy, politics and work. The West 
has favoured the accumulation of money over the production of 
goods, converting the public debt crisis of the financial markets 
into a public debt crisis of the social state. The European Union 
increasingly re-sembles an asphyxiating plug on the hopes of the 
most vulnerable classes and populations and Italy has substituted 
the debate between right and left with the globalists and 
nationalists. In the meantime, the security of every individual has 
been endangered by structural unemployment, salary cuts and 
precarious working arrangements. If, however, we have failed to 
notice the underlying links this is because, unlike the ideologies of 
the past, neo-liberalism does not hide behind the thick spectacles 
we donned with in the twentieth century, but rather resides in 
the eyes with which we spontaneously contemplate everyday life. 
Ever since it has engulfed all the others, in fact, the neo-liberal 
ideology has become second nature, the new guiding principle of 
the world. And today more than ever before, its criticism is 
difficult but urgent.  

192 pages
Published

Luciano Gallino (1927-2015), a sociologist, taught at the University 
of Turin. He has written extensively on the transformations of 
labour and productive processes in the age of globalization. With 
Laterza he published: Inequalities and Fairness in Europe; Globali-
zation and Inequalities; The Human Cost of Flexibility; Italy in Bits; 
Work is Not a Commodity. Against flexibility; The Class Struggle 
after the Class Struggle (Interview by Paola Borgna); Lives on Hold. 
The scandal of precarious work.

Previous books have been translated by: 

Dost Kitabevi Yayinlary (Turkey), 
Fototapeta (Germany), Oceano (Mexico), 
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RAFFAELE MASTO

The Black Caliphate

Today Africa is no longer a marginal 
continent, but a blank page on which the 
planet’s geostrategic equilibria are being 
decided.  

Kenya, Mali, Nigeria, Somalia and many 
other African countries are under attack 
from Jihadi terrorism. Who are the men who 
want to impose sharia on the Southern Sa-
hara? Who is financing them and why?  

In these early years of the third millennium Africa is experiencing 
an unprecedented onslaught from Islamic terrorism. From Nigeria 
to Somalia, Kenya to Mali, come almost daily reports of attacks 
and massacres – actions that have triggered an outright war of 
religion. Among the main groups in this advance the bloodiest 
and most vicious is the Nigerian sect Boko Haram, the author of 
one of the most heinous crimes in recent history: the kidnapping 
of al-most three hundred girls in Chibok. This event finally 
shocked and mobilized global public opinion – so much so that 
the slogan ‘Bring Back Our Girls’ was adopted by actors, 
politicians, scientists and personalities such as Michelle Obama, 
who unanimously demanded their liberation. But Boko Haram is 
just one part of a global phenomenon. Alongside them are the 
Somalians of Al Shabaab – linked with middle eastern terrorism – 
and the many groups of the Maghreb responsible for the recent 
attacks in Mali and Burkina Faso. The objective of Jihadi terrorism 
in Africa is to establish a Caliphate along the lines of the one 
founded in Syria and in Iraq by Isis, to which many of these 
groups belong. But why is it that precisely today these dramatic 
events are convulsing areas never before affected by religious 
intolerance and hatred? Raffaele Masto – long-time 
correspondent on Africa – describes the phenomenon based on 
his journeys to Nigeria and to the other affected countries, where 
he has gathered stories and eyewitness accounts that shed a 
disquieting light on one of the most pressing international topics 
today.  

192 pages
Published

Raffaele Masto, a journalist with Radio Popolare, has covered cri-
ses and wars in the African continent for over two decades. His 
publications include In Africa (2003), Me, Safiya (2006) and Africa 
of Treasure (2007) for Sperling & Kupfer; Good Morning Africa 
(2011) for Bruno Mondadori. He edits www.buongiornoafrica.it, a 
daily blog on current affairs in the African continent, and 
contributes to the international review Africa.  



LEONARDO MARTINELLI

The Utopian Country 
Journey to Mujica’s Uruguay 

Is there such a thing as a Utopian country in 
this world? Uruguay, tucked in between 
Argentina and Brazil, at the edges of 
globalization, has undergone a massive 
transformation in recent years, turning into a 
kind of South American laboratory of the Left.

Uruguay is one of the smallest countries in South America, but in 
recent years it has inspired the political Left the world over, 
including in Europe. 

Aside from economic progress and the fight against poverty, the 
country has been at the forefront of innovative projects 
worldwide such as the legalization of marijuana (and of its 
production) and the state-sponsored scheme resulting in the free 
delivery of a computer to all students, reaching even the most 
remote farm.  Most of the impetus behind these projects has 
come from José Mujica, who all of his fellow nationals call Pepe, 
the former Tupamaro guerrilla and president until March 2014, a 
man who defies classification, an anti-conformist and the extoller 
of a laid-back austerity. But then again the self-same history of 
Uruguay is a history of visionaries… A physical, mental and 
political journey through Uruguay among tales of the past and of 
today, and among the people who have pursued their national 
utopia. 
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Leonardo Martinelli, a journalist, worked for twenty years for the 
newspaper Il Sole 24 Ore, first as an employee and later as a con-
sultant, reporting from various parts of the world. Up until 2014 he 
was chief editor of the economic and financial site Firstonline. He
lived in Montevideo from 2003 to 2007, travelling throughout 
South America. In 2007 he published Michelle Bachelet: the 
Chilean Spring for Sperling & Kupfer and in 2014 Almost a Novel: 
The Economy Explained to Those Who Don’t Get It for Longanesi.



FEDERICO PACE

Freedom Travels By Rail

A fascinating journey through Europe: from
Paris to Malaga, Venice to Athens, readers
are invited to rediscover the slow pleasure of
looking at the world from the rail tracks...

Routes, crossings, encounters: 
Athens-Salonicco; London-Paris; Porto-Lisbon; 
Monaco-Berlin; Madrid-Barcelona; 
Circumvesuviana Sapri-Messina; Hamburg-
Copenhagen; Nice-Marseille; Stavanger-
Egersund; Ragusa-Syracuse; Pistoia-Porretta 
Terme; Ve-rona-Innsbruck; Cuneo-
Ventimiglia; Bari-Matera; Bergen-Oslo; 
Venice-Athens; Sofia-Burgas; Cagliari-Olbia; 
Paris-Malaga.

The journeys described in this book are very different and yet 
share something essential. Train journeys – owing to the means 
of transport involved, the people you meet along the way, the 
places you see and the thoughts they inspire – are an opportunity 
to see new places and encounter new people. This book offers a 
chance to reflect on the rationale and emotions of train journeys. 
To feel the joy of being on the move again, because a departure 
by train, is a very special leave-taking... 
Like mysterious animals, trains take us to all kinds of places, from 
mountain peaks to the edges of the ocean. Trains do somersaults, 
they digress, but they also cover great distances. They can be old 
or modern, slow or fast. They always, however, offer the comfort 
of familiarity and the giddiness of the unknown. Because they 
are, at one and the same time, home and elsewhere. There are 
trains that follow the sea air, topsy-turvy trains, trains that join 
far-flung cities which, united by a special kind of magic, do not 
know how to live apart. Trains that require very little to transport 
you to another world and trains that complete circles so you can 
find something you thought you had lost forever.  

208 pages
Published

Federico Pace, journalist and writer, has worked for the Espresso 
Group since 1997. For many years now he writes and publishes 
accounts of journeys for national reviews and for the Touring 
Club. He directs MagazineRoma, a review of urban narration and 
photojournalism. Einaudi published his work Flightless. Histories 
and places to travel slowly.



LUIGI NACCI

Wayfaring
Walking as a sentimental education

Isn’t “walking” already a destination?

An emotional journey along two routes wal-
ked for centuries by Europe’s pilgrims: the 
Cammino di Santiago and the Via Francigena. 
This book is for all of those who have 
travelled these roads or who dream of 
travelling them.   

On the road to Santiago, like the Via Franci-
gena, travellers share their bread, doors are
left open, necessities are few, every gesture
is free: to walk is to discover another way of 
being. Wayfaring accordingly becomes an 
extraordinary means of self-exploration.   

Tens of thousands of people travel on foot every year along the 
Cammino di Santiago and Via Francigena. New pilgrims repeat 
the centuries-old tradition of the sacred journeys, seeking new 
responses to age-old questions. The old routes – which preserve 
the deep memory of a continent – tell us who we were and how 
we could be. 
Against the backdrop of the landscapes that frame Europe’s most 
ancient roads, Luigi Nacci describes the true cammino, that long 
journey which exhausts, breaks and transforms. The journey in 
which our deepest emotions emerge with unprecedented force: 
fear, disorientation, nostalgia, disillusion, wonder and mirth.

Luigi Nacci is a poet and writer. He has published several books of 
poetry and critical essays. He calls himself a wanderer. The idea of 
the Festival of Wayfaring was his and he has put the word ‘wayfa-
ring’ at the centre of his life’s research. When he is not travelling 
alone he does so with the Rolling Claps, a group he founded to 
rediscover the old routes, or as a guide for the Compagnia dei 
Cammini. His last book was Get Up and Walk. On the Wayfaring 
Route (Ediciclo 2014), winner of Premio L’Albatros-Città di 
Palestrina for travel literature. He blogs at 
www.nacciluigi.wordpress.com.
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GIUSEPPE MARCOCCI

Men from Distant Lands
Describing the world during the 
Renaissance 

When the conquistadores reached the 
shores of America, they found themselves 
face to face with men who had never 
before appeared in the universal histories 
of the Old World. Who were the Indios? 
What was their origin, history and past?

In the age of the great explorations, as the image of the new 
world evolved so did that of the past. Marocci weaves a rich 
tapestry teeming with men and stories featuring Mexico, China, 
the Maluku islands, Peru, but also Venetian booksellers and the 
great rival courts of Spain and England. Readers are shown a 
Renaissance of global proportions, in which the recovery of 
classical antiquity was accompanied by a surprising discovery: the 
cultures with which the Europeans had been in contact in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries had a past of their own to be 
deciphered. From conquistadores to missionaries, when the new 
transoceanic pathways enveloped the world in a web of relations 
and trade routes, how history was viewed and interpreted 
underwent a complete transformation whose outcome was often 
disorientating. These changes were not without risks for those 
who relied on historical sources to challenge the great powers of 
the day. What was the history of populations such as the Indios of 
the Americas, so new to the Europeans? How could the origins of 
faraway times be recovered when not described in the Bible or by 
the Greek and Latin authors? How could this unexpected diversity 
of histories be reconciled with a growing awareness of the world 
as a single entity? 

224 pages
Published

Giuseppe Marcocci teaches Modern History at the Tuscia 
University of Viterbo. He has written mostly on the history of 
overseas empires between the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. For several years now, he has been interested in the 
new vistas afforded by global history. His books include The 
Invention of an Empire. Politics and culture in the Portuguese 
world (1450-1600) (2011).



GIUSEPPE CAMBIANO

Like a Ship in the Storm
The government of the city in Plato
and Aristotle

In ancient Greece the State is compared to a 
ship that must cross the sea in order to 
successfully reach a harbour. How should a 
city be governed so as to avoid the storm of 
internal conflicts, make landfall and 
safeguard peace?

Athens, though certainly not the only 
democracy of classical Greece, 
represented the most complex and 
developed form of democracy. And it is 
precisely upon Athens (or against 
Athens) that Plato and Aristotle build 
their images or models of ideal cities.

Plato and Aristotle lived in a world of more or less autonomous 
cities surrounded by great monarchies. Some of these cities, such 
as Athens, Syracuse, Sparta or Thebes, were relatively large and 
powerful, while the majority, more than a thousand, were smaller 
and subject to the influence and hegemony of the larger ones. 
Both philosophers lived for many years in Athens. They therefore 
had first-hand experience of the city that at the time represented 
the most complex and developed form of democracy: a direct 
democracy ensured not only by a collegiate participation to 
common decisions through voting assemblies, but also by the 
rotation of offices, potentially open to all citizens, some of them 
through elections, most by drawing lots.
The book examines the political thinking of Plato and Aristotle in 
the light of their complex antagonistic relationship and their debt 
to the political reality of the times, focusing on crucial issues in 
fluid prose. What weight are we to assign to the rotation of 
offices? Is entrusting the government of the just city to 
philosophers the condition for eliminating evil from the city? 
What makes a city united and stable in such a way that it does not 
fall prey to internal conflicts? What do friendship and concord 
between citizens mean? What are the ideal dimensions of a 
politically autonomous city and how many citizens should there 
be? What do war and peace with other cities mean in the eyes of 
Plato and Aristotle?

272 pages
Published

Giuseppe Cambiano teaches History of ancient philosophy at the 
Scuola Normale Superiore of Pisa. Among his recent publications, 
Why reading the classics: Interpretation and writing (il Mulino 
2010) and Philosophers in Greece and Rome: When thinking was a 
way of life (il Mulino 2013). With Laterza, he has published, among 
other works, Philosophy in Greece and Rome (1987); The Return of 
the Ancients (1988); Plato and the Techniques (1991); Polis: A 
model for European culture (2007), History of ancient philosophy 
(2014); History of contemporary philosophy (with M. Mori, 2014).

Previous books have been translated by: 

Aubier (France), Sideria (Greece).



CLAUDIO PAVONE

Russian Days
Diary of a journey to the USSR

‘I must confess that I am unconsciously
drawn to look outside as if socialism ought
to appear unequivocally on trees and lawns’ 

It is 31 August 1963. Claudio Pavone, an 
Italian partisan, historian and author of one 
of the most important essays on the 
Resistance written in the twentieth century, 
is departing from Rome to attend the third 
international conference on the history of 
the European Resistance in Karlovy Vary. 
Czechoslovakia will be just the first leg of a 
long journey stretching from Prague to 
Warsaw, and on to Moscow, Leningrad and 
Kiev. This book is an intimate diary of his 
days in the USSR: a highly valuable document 
which, written by an exceptional observer, 
brings to life places, atmospheres, people 
and the daily life of an incredibly distant 
world. 

‘We set off walking along the valley floor, quickly leaving all signs 
of inhabitation behind. Avenues and immaculately kept gardens 
are gradually transformed into lawns and woods. It is a silent 
desert, cool and green. No cars. No people. With Giampi we 
abandon ourselves to the feeling of relaxation that such a 
landscape inspires and rejoice in the recovery of this human and 
natural dimension. But the question gnaws nonetheless: could it 
be that socialism consists in the poverty that today prevents the 
population from enjoying these goods that the rich once had to 
themselves, preserving them only for the solitary meditation of 
the jaded intellectuals of the Western left? For us, certainly, this 
peace, this solitude, is beautiful; it is like the rediscovery of 
situations and values mired beneath neo-capitalist affluence; but 
what will happen on the day in which the Czechoslovakians are 
rich enough to invade these avenues with cars and motorcycles? 
In short, what we are appreciating in this moment is more the 
legacy of a past than the prefiguration of the future. As an 
ideological consolation we tell ourselves that the lack of 
speculation, of consumption dictated by advertising, could 
exempt the much hoped for socialist boom from the vulgarity and 
bad taste that have instead charac-terized the success of neo-
capitalism.’

240 pages
Published

Claudio Pavone, an Italian Partisan and State archivist for many 
years, held an associate professorship in Contemporary History at 
the University of Pisa. His research has focused on the formation 
of a United Italy from an institutional and administrative view-
point, the history of Italy’s institutions and on the Fascism-War-
Re-sistance triangle. His publications include A Civil War (Turin 
1991), The Origins of the Republic (Turin 1995), Of Archives and 
Institutions. Writings by Claudio Pavone (edited by I. Zanni 
Rosiello, Rome 2004), On Civil War. The two accounts of the 
Resistance (with N. Bobbio, Turin 2015), My Resistance. Memories 
of youth (Rome 2015). For Laterza, among other things, he wrote 
Masterclass on Contemporary History (2007). 



GIULIA ALBANESE

Mediterranean 
Dictatorships
Fascist subversions and coups
d’états in Italy, Spain and Portugal 

In the 1920s, almost simultaneously in Italy, 
Spain and Portugal, authoritarian and 
military governments came to power. This 
comparative analysis sheds new light on the 
birth of dictatorships in southern Europe. 

Three Mediterranean countries whose 
experiences are often considered 
incomparable and scarcely revealing of 
interwar Europe, are instead shown to serve 
as paradigms of a crisis which in the 1930s 
would unleash its destructive fury 
throughout the continent.  

“I find that the similarity and direction of the two governments’ 
proposals, both determined to maintain their countries in a 
climate of austere morality and order, facilitate an agreement in 
all senses”, said General Miguel Primo de Rivera, underlining the 
similarities between his regime and that of Mussolini in the days 
following the coup d’état of 1923 in Spain. The comparison with 
Italy was no coincidence: the March on Rome in October 1992 
had indeed represented a genuine line of demarcation for 
revolutionary and conservative right-wing forces throughout 
Europe, who identified in Fascism a winning authoritarian and 
military model. Giulia Albanese conducts a comparative analysis 
of de Rivera’s dictatorship in Spain in 1923, the collapse of the 
Portuguese Republic in 1926, the birth of the Salazarist regime in 
the 1930s, and Fascism in Italy. In this reconstruction of the steps 
leading to the coups d’état and the building of the regimes in 
these three countries, what emerges forcefully is the importance 
of the role played by Italian Fascism in defining new political 
practices in the conservative and reactionary groups of southern 
Europe.   
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Giulia Albanese is a reasercher of Contemporary History at the 
University of Padua. She writes about Fascism, the crisis of the 
liberal state and political violence. Her publications include: In the 
society of Fascists: Acclamation, Acquiescence and Agency in 
Mussolini’s Italy (editor, with R. Pergher, Palgrave Macmillan 
2012); Two Decades of Fascism. From Fiume to the Second World 
War (1919-1940) (editor, with M. Isnenghi, Utet 2008). With 
Laterza she published The March on Rome (2008).
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THE RIGHT TO LOVE
158 pages

Are the words ‘rights’
and ‘love’ compatible or

do they belong to conflicting
spheres?

Rights sold to
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TOTAL MOBILIZATION
116 pages

“I reply therefore I am”.
In what way have mobile 

devices been transformed into 
apparatuses for mobilization?
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A cruel and brutal war that
bordered on genocide.

A clash between two ‘religions’
that after a long series
of wars climaxes in the

destruction of the Temple
of Jerusalem.
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TABLE TALES
228 pages

Italy’s foremost food historian
describes the history of the West
through tales of food and dining

from the Middle Ages to the
Early Modern Era.
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ISLAM AT THE TABLE
From the Middle Ages to Today
238 pages
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traditions. Lilia Zaouali samples 
a civilization in order to 

understand it. 
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Do I exist in any 
meaningful way?

Whether I exist or not
makes no difference.

Others act, others decide.
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They call him the new Bo-
natti. In this book Hervé 

writes about passion, emo-
tion, fatigue, discipline, ad-
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Who was and who is now 
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